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• . : ' l i _effect _of a suppr~ss_or gene in Drosophila melanogaster whed eggs in early !)~: f · .
• ·.·}·l r t after fertilization were irradiat~d. A repetition of these experi-;., : \ ·' ~ i f:
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ments with presently available ~tocks cJ.?.d not·confirm the original findings.:.·:.:
The data do not support the view that th~ gene action of Su-er is"determined .:-~· : .. i ~']; .}:: 
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[:··,:;.·~f , · .. ~.·: .. ;markers $u-~, ~ <tumo.r), bw (brown eyes> on th~ se;cond c~romosome and >:L.:·:·/lL1}' , : · :::.: ·x; unmarked and nonattached-X' s -were sU)>stituted for these. The third · , ; ~·); f ;_t_i.;~ . ,.
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transferred as soon as.. each collection was terminated.
to 60 eggs were placed in any control or late-irra~ation vial to ensure
that cultures would be uncrowded, but up to 100 or more were placed in a · , .' , ·t:
, . . ; 1.: 
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The cultures wer~ kept until it was ~pparent that no Irradiations: To eliminate the\ possibility tha~ the intensity or wave.·; . ' t:
length of X rays used might account for the differences which became ap-:e · . ,.
parent between my results and those of .Glass and Plaine, it was decided to use three machines, each with diffe.rent kilovoltage, milliamperage,.
In most experiments an.Andrex industrial machine. with a and filtration. ..
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in the afternoon so that even if a. female was inseminated as soon as placed·.=··. : ··::; 1'
with the males, and a. fertilized egg was retained until just prior to· the last :' ; · . ) ~ !:
irradiation, such an egg could not have been more than a~out 8·1/Z hours .: : .: , .
• ;_-: t . old when treated. stained by the Feulgen whole-mount procedure 6 and scored as to their stages of development.
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. \ . old,. failed to produce the erupt phenotype in any of the adults.
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The stock B91;83 was then synthesized, and the results for eggs .
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•. . pressor has changed s~ that its effect can be inactivated in the late but not . tiona may prove to be correct, but unless a stock can be found that will :produce results similar to those originally obtained by G~ass and Plaine, ·.
• I
. ~:· 'the alternative explanation presented below appears to be more plausible, · · Basing their assumption that the 8-minute embryos"could hardly.: ..
I
have reached the first cleavage division,. on the averag-e" on the embryo-· .' ! '
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the day or night before the eggs were collected, it would be possible that some were retained for iO or ·more hours and that ·irradiation of these could account for the erupt phenotypes, the young eggs being killed by the treat-
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·"':' .. ated at 1.0 or 1.8 hours.
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In fact, when eggs from stock B92A were irradiate.d .
. . at 1. 7 to 19._ 1/2 hours, the eclosion rate was higher than ·that for the ·controls; · . ,• .. :
i/30 that of their controls. · This might be .explained if their samples con·o£1 · tained some eggs in advanced stages less sensitive to the killing effects of X rays than the ~a~ly stages.
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